Manipal Entrance Test (MET 2019) Syllabus

Applicable Programs: BDes Interior Design, BDes Fashion Design, BSc Animation

Manipal Entrance Test (MET) Details
- Test Duration: 120 minutes
- Total Questions: 100 MCQs comprising of General Awareness (20), Communication Skills (10), Reasoning Ability (10) and Design Fundamentals (60)
- Marking Scheme: +4 for every correct answer, -1 for every wrong answer
- Student can register for a total of 2 attempts based on Test Centre / Slot availability, best score amongst the attempts will be considered for the ranking

General Awareness

Communication Skills
Grammar: Antonyms, Synonyms, One Word Substitute, Idioms & Phrases, Verbs, Nouns, Adjectives etc, Passage Comprehension

Reasoning Ability
Reasoning & Logical Ability, Image Test, Paper Folding & paper Cutting, Alphabet Test, Classification, Series, Number, Ranking & Time Sequence Test, Direction Sense test, Blood Relationship, Logical Order of Words, Counting of Figures

Design Fundamentals
Design Appreciation, Understanding of Basic Design Elements, Principles of Design, Line, Form, Shape, Color, Balance, Rhythm, Proportion, Harmony, Emphasis, Gestalt perception, One Point & Two Point Perspectives

♣ Best of Luck ♣